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by Jeremy Robinson
The Order is an epic supernatural adventure series by Jeremy Robinson
that follows the adventures of a group of young people as they battle
vampires, werewolves, demons, and angels in a fight for the fate of the
world.
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The series begins with The Order: Raising Hell, in which a group of college
students are drawn into a dangerous game of cat and mouse with a
vampire who is determined to turn them into his thralls. The students must
band together and use their wits and courage to survive the night and
escape the vampire's clutches.

In The Order: City of the Damned, the students travel to New Orleans to
investigate the disappearance of one of their own. They soon find
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themselves embroiled in a war between vampires and werewolves, and
must choose sides in a conflict that could have devastating consequences.

In The Order: Trail of the Beast, the students face their greatest challenge
yet when they must travel to the Amazon rainforest to stop a demon from
unleashing an ancient evil upon the world. Along the way, they will
encounter dangerous creatures, treacherous terrain, and the ultimate test
of their faith.

The Order is a fast-paced, action-packed series that will keep readers on
the edge of their seats from beginning to end. Robinson's characters are
well-developed and relatable, and his writing is both suspenseful and
humorous.

If you're a fan of supernatural fiction, then you'll love The Order. This series
has everything you could want in a supernatural adventure: vampires,
werewolves, demons, angels, action, suspense, and humor. So what are
you waiting for? Pick up a copy of The Order: Raising Hell today and start
reading!

Characters

Jack Hartigan: The main protagonist of the series, Jack is a college
student who is drawn into the world of the supernatural after his
girlfriend is killed by a vampire. He is a skilled fighter and a loyal friend,
and he is determined to protect the innocent from the forces of evil.

Nikki Garcia: Jack's best friend and a fellow college student, Nikki is a
strong and independent woman who is not afraid to stand up for what
she believes in. She is a skilled martial artist and a loyal friend, and
she is always there to help Jack in his fight against the supernatural.



Gabriel: A mysterious and powerful angel who has been assigned to
protect Jack and his friends. He is a skilled fighter and a wise mentor,
and he is always there to help Jack in his fight against the
supernatural.

Lilith: A vampire who is Jack's sworn enemy. She is a powerful and
seductive vampire who is determined to turn Jack into her thrall. She is
a dangerous adversary, and Jack must be careful not to fall under her
spell.

Lycan: A werewolf who is Jack's ally. He is a powerful and loyal
werewolf who is always there to help Jack in his fight against the
supernatural. He is a valuable ally, and Jack is lucky to have him on
his side.

Setting

The Order is set in the modern world, with most of the action taking place in
the United States. The series has visited a variety of locations, including
New York City, New Orleans, and the Amazon rainforest. Robinson's
descriptions of the settings are vivid and atmospheric, and he brings the
world of the supernatural to life with his words.

Themes

The Order explores a variety of themes, including good versus evil, the
power of friendship, and the importance of sacrifice. Robinson does not shy
away from difficult topics, and he often forces his characters to make
difficult choices. The Order is a series that will make you think as well as
entertain you.



The Order is an epic supernatural adventure series that is sure to please
fans of the genre. Robinson's writing is suspenseful and humorous, and his
characters are well-developed and relatable. If you're looking for a series
that will keep you on the edge of your seat from beginning to end, then The
Order is the perfect series for you.
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Shipwrecked For 13 Days On Coral Reef: A Tale
of Survival and Resilience
In the vast expanse of the Pacific Ocean, where towering waves crashed
against the unforgiving coastline, a tale of unimaginable survival
unfolded. A group...
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Where the World Is Quiet: Delving into a Realm
of Serene Sonority
A Tapestry of Serenity In the tapestry of life, where vibrant hues and
muted whispers intertwine, there exist pockets of
tranquility&mdash;oases where the restless...
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